Central Houston
coordinates and
collaborates with
public and private
entities to ensure
responses to issues
and implementation
of projects result in
a stronger Downtown
and central core.

Big
Results

Downtown and the central core
are the heartbeat of the city and
the region, and its continued
health and growth is critical to
the success of Houston.

This is the guiding principal behind Central Houston,
founded in 1983 by Downtown business leaders to
ensure that the center city remains vital and progressive.
For more than 30 years, supported by its membership,
the organization has collaborated, conceived and
implemented remarkable solutions for the complex
challenges of our city. Central Houston’s focus is long
term and big picture.
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Since the infancy of the organization,
the focus has been on research,
planning and implementation.

The Impact
of Past Efforts
The thriving center of Houston today was fostered by
Central Houston projects and efforts. Since the infancy
of the organization, the focus has been on research,
planning and implementation. Central Houston played
an important role in the design and funding of the
initial master plan for Buffalo Bayou and developed
improvements from Sabine to Allen’s Landing. The
organization initiated streetscape improvement plans
and worked with the Metropolitan Transit Authority
(METRO) on the development of multiple transit plans,
following the 1983 referendum defeat.
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Entities that are essential, integral parts of our dynamic
city were conceived and set into motion by Central
Houston. Groups such as Buffalo Bayou Partnership,
established in 1986 and the Theater District, created
in 1987, were launched by Central Houston in collaboration with partners.
In order to accelerate change, Central Houston identified a need for independently led entities that could
achieve a critical goal of collaboratively planning,
managing, maintaining and developing Downtown.
In 1992, the Houston Downtown Management
Corporation was initiated by the City of Houston
and in 1996 was replaced by the Houston Downtown
Management District (Downtown District) created by
c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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the Texas legislature. In addition, in 1998, the
Downtown Redevelopment Authority was
created to facilitate positive development of
the area with tax increment dollars collected
within the boundaries of the Tax Increment
Reinvestment Zone #3.
Central Houston dedicated efforts to make Main
Street Square, a pedestrian and transit hub at
the epicenter of Downtown in coordination
with the Main Street light rail project, and later,
helped facilitate the development of Discovery
Green. Remarkably successful endeavors such
as Minute Maid Park, Toyota Center and BBVA
Compass Stadium all got their start with the
assistance of Central Houston and all three
venues came to fruition in just over 15 years.
Central Houston also had the foresight for
creating game-changing growth in the
Convention District by working with the Texas
Legislature in 1993 to put incentives in place
which helped to facilitate and fund convention
hotels, such as the Hilton Americas and the
Marriott Marquis.
Today, as it has for more than three decades,
Central Houston has kept its focus on the
future of Houston, embracing Downtown and
beyond. The organization actively seeks the
ideas and voices of top business leaders and
city officials to collectively visualize and facilitate the necessary factors that ensure these
impactful ideas become a reality.
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Remarkably
successful
endeavors such as
Minute Maid Park,
Toyota Center and
BBVA Compass
Stadium all got
their start with
the assistance of
Central Houston
c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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Downtown maintains the largest
working population in Houston,
employing more than 150,000 workers

A Healthy
Business
Economy
8
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While highly publicized redevelopment ini- and vibrant business incubation ecosystem,
tiatives are aimed at adding new uses and made up of lawyers, consultants, commeractivities to Downtown and beyond, the office cial banks, accountants, investment bankers
workplace remains the economic engine of the and other firms, providing a dramatic boost
central city, and Central Houston’s Economic to most any type of business, but especially
Development Program plays an integral role by emerging businesses in the energy sector.
focusing on factors which are critically importAs the energy capital, this pivotal business
ant to investors, building owners, property
district in Houston is not only focused on
managers, brokers and tenants.
searching and drilling for oil, but is home to
As part of a regional business core, Downtown major players in retail, pipeline, energy tradmaintains the largest working population in ing, petrochemicals, oil and gas, exploration
Houston, employing more than 150,000 work- and production, wind energy, solar energy,
ers with headquarters to eight of Houston’s wires and transmissions, electricity gener24 Fortune 500 companies. Even with the ups ators, construction and marketing for all of
and downs of business cycles, the working these areas.
population of Downtown has grown over the
This hub of industry leaders and pioneers,
decades. In addition, other major employee
coupled with the energy support and service
centers in the urban core have prospered
industries, yields a population of highly profeswith 46,000 workers in Uptown and a Texas
sional and service-oriented workers which is
Medical Center workforce of more than
fueling the growth in Downtown’s expanding
106,000. Combined, this trio creates a
residential, retail and hospitality industries.
dynamic narrative for the future of our central
city workplace. The urban core offers a unique

c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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A Quality
Place To Be
Downtown and its surrounding
districts are not just the center of
business, the central core of the city
is where thousands of people spend
large amounts of time living, recreating,
dining, being entertained and more.
Over the years, Central Houston has led extensive
planning studies beginning with the 1987 Design Plan
for Downtown Houston, a detailed agenda for physical change with specific recommendations regarding
the core area, bayou corridor, east side civic complex
(George R. Brown), new neighborhoods and streets
and public spaces. Today, planning work, including the
2004 Houston Downtown Development Framework
which is currently being updated, is a roadmap for
current and future development Downtown and
beyond. Planning is critical to Central Houston and is
a collaborative process involving organizations and
entities, both public and private.
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In addition to planning, Central Houston con- but has helped facilitate many of these
siders space management, operations and events including the Thanksgiving Day
programming a priority, with the Downtown Parade, Freedom Over Texas, Party on the
District taking the lead. Streetscape ameni- Plaza, Rendevous Houston: by John Michael
ties such as improved lighting, banners and Jarre and, of course, major sporting events
vehicular and pedestrian wayfinding sys- such as All-Star games, NCAA Final Fours and
tems are not only important, but in this day Super Bowls.
and age, expected and integral in creating a
Feeling safe is one of the most important
quality place to live, work and visit.
qualities of a good place. Central Houston
Programming could be temporary art, a has worked diligently in minimizing crime
theater performance, an outdoor concert as well as assisting with ordinance enforceor a citywide civic celebration—all are ment and change. In 1984, the Security
major traffic drivers and are creating eco- Coordination Group was formed. This
nomic benefits with their neighborhoods group achieved many successes includand beyond. Downtown hosts thousands ing the opening of the Downtown Public
of events annually, both big and small. Safety Center storefront, championing the
It’s always been the preferred place for Aggressive Panhandling Ordinance in 1992,
Houston’s signature events and citywide initiating the Houston Police Department
celebrations. Many people may not know Mounted Patrol in 1985 and facilitating HPD’s
this, but Central Houston not only supports, Downtown Police Center in 1991.

Central Houston has worked
diligently in minimizing crime as
well as assisting with ordinance
enforcement and change.
Central Houston has also spent decades working to
address the homeless sector. Central Houston has provided the leadership to bring agencies together and
line up major grants to fund those efforts. Mass system
changes have been made, and, today, Veterans homelessness has virtually ended in Houston, and strides
are being made toward ending other categories of
homelessness. Central Houston helped write the initial
ten year plan for the Coalition of the Homeless and,
more recently, has assisted in uniting more than 100
different agencies under The Way Home, a comprehensive and collaborative initiative that has transformed
the homeless housing and services response system.
Central Houston is committed to conceptual envisioning for the long term. Our organization, members and
board understand the value of planning paired with
patience. We strive to think ideas through, find solid,
feasible ways to achieve goals and get results.
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Since the infancy of the organization,
the focus has been on research,
planning and implementation.

Transit
in Motion
14
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An efficient and effective transit system provides
accessibility to the city’s central core. This was a
priority in the early years of Central Houston and the
organization continues to seek transit and accessibility options to fuel the thriving hub.
In a growing city, where many people travel 10, 30
or even 70 miles a day, it is crucial for transit and all
forms of mobility to be appealing, efficient and accessible across the board. That’s why, since its beginning,
Central Houston has worked with METRO to help
inform decisions and outcomes, often through elections and successful referenda. Central Houston has
collaborated with METRO on Regional Transit Plans

c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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Effective transportation planning
seeks to expand access and
connectivity for all modes.
that received wide community support. The organizations
worked together on the Downtown Transit Streets project to
improve transit service and sidewalk and street conditions
for transit patrons and pedestrians. Central Houston and
METRO worked together, again, on the light rail plans and
today, Central Houston is a vigorous advocate of METRO’s
new System Reimaging Network, a transit system for the
Houston region that lets more people get to more places,
more quickly, more of the time.
Effective transportation planning seeks to expand access and
connectivity for all modes. Central Houston has conducted
six Downtown commute surveys since 1987 to better understand travel behavior of their stakeholders. In addition to
METRO bus and rail, Central Houston supports multi-mode
transit access, including Greenlink, a free bus service that
assists the large downtown population without cars in getting
around; Houston’s bike share program, Houston BCycle; the
first two-way cycle track on Lamar Street connecting Buffalo
Bayou Park to Discovery Green; and other services such as the
City’s new taxicab app, Uber and car-share provider Zip Car.
Two long-range and very high-profile projects Central
Houston is deeply involved with include TxDOT’s North
Houston Highway Improvement Program and the proposed
high-speed rail line, specifically its connection to Downtown
and other major employment centers in the central city.
Beyond the borders of Downtown, Central Houston seeks
to consider the bigger picture of the broader central city
to enable a prosperous future for Houston. The concentrations of people and essential businesses in the collective
Downtown-Uptown-Texas Medical Center area are integral
to the future of the entire city and region.
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Live
Central
18
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Today’s young adults are choosing to give
up cars and space in exchange to achieve a
lifestyle that offers a rich mix of amenities,
shorter commutes and walkability.
Central Houston initiated the creation of the Today’s young adults are choosing to give up
Downtown Living Initiative which is having an cars and space in exchange to achieve a lifeenormous impact on Downtown. This incen- style that offers a rich mix of amenities, shorter
tive for developers has drawn more than 15 commutes and walkability. Central Houston
residential projects totaling approximately understands that education is an important
5,000 units that will be added to Downtown’s building block for a healthy center city and
residential market over the next several years. is developing an education and awareness
campaign called Learn Central which also
Thinking beyond the exciting influx of residenincludes an online portal that will help people
tial units, Central Houston is focused on one
find quality K-12 education options within
of the largest issues now rising before the
Houston’s inner loop.
city: supporting and promoting the education
system within the central core. Houston, like Moving out to the suburbs is not the only
most large cities, has a central public school option. As our region grows, commuting dissystem that faces well-known challenges, yet tances will get longer, and less appealing, so it
on the other hand has had major triumphs. is imperative to bring more schools, especially
Central Houston is working to understand the elementary schools into the central city to
assets that exist and to find ways to create begin building a complete education system.
educational opportunities. The organization is
Central Houston works behind the scenes to
proud to have helped Houston Independent
envision a better future for our city and make
School District officially get the new Downtown
connections that enable results.
Kinder High School for the Performing and
Visual Arts building fully approved and under
construction as of summer of 2016.

c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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Houston gives members the
opportunity to network with
executives at leading companies
on a deep and meaningful level.

Membership

Join Us
as Stewards
for Houston’s
Future

With the long-term outlook as a principle focus, Central
Houston coordinates and collaborates with public and
private entities to ensure responses to issues and implementation of projects result in a stronger Downtown and
central core. This sense of vision has a proven track record,
with notable assets in place across the Downtown Houston
skyline and streetscape.
Our members are highly successful and highly experienced
in their fields. Participating in Central Houston gives members the opportunity to network with executives at leading
companies on a deep and meaningful level—not simply
exchanging business cards, but working alongside high-caliber professionals on impactful projects. The draw for many
members is their deep commitment to the success and
betterment of the central city.
As we look to the future, Central Houston will continue its
course, striving to help elevate Houston even further. Even
with the great progress achieved over the past few decades,
there’s much more that can be done to ensure that Houston
stays competitive with other major urban areas, both in the
US and across the globe. All of those other cities continue to
grow and evolve and improve, so Houston must continue to
make the strides it has over recent years.

c e n t r a l h o u s to n
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Major Initiatives
Underway
b Housing the homeless – The Way Home
b Residential development
b Downtown Framework planning
b Buffalo Bayou initiatives
b Sidewalk & street improvements
b Neighborhood connections
b Elysian Viaduct – new bridge & roadway
b Update METRO Solutions plan

Membership

b Wayfinding improvements
b Quality education options
b Support of major large-scale events such as Super Bowl LI

Hear and be Heard
Central Houston remains strong because of our
track record—built on credibility and momentum, people take Central Houston seriously.

b North Houston Highway Improvement Project
b Business recruitment & retention

not-for-profit organizations, small businesses
and mid-market businesses all part of the
diverse membership mix.

Membership in Central Houston is an incredi- As a Central Houston member, we offer many
ble way to unify the voice of business leaders, ways for you to share ideas with other memso we can have a powerful impact in moving bers of the Downtown community, from public
Downtown and the central city in a positive officials and property owners to residents and
direction. By joining Central Houston, you retailers. Your involvement can range from
lend your support to advocacy efforts that simply keeping informed to participating in
benefit our overall economy, while staying long-range planning sessions, forums, and
informed on pertinent issues that can affect ongoing committees.
your bottom line.
It’s our members’ thoughts, vision and expeCentral Houston members are some of riences that drive what we do. Join us to
the most influential business people in the help find the answers and solutions to shape
region. Membership covers the breadth of Houston’s future.
Houston’s business community, from one
person start-ups to multinational giants, with
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Get
Involved

Power Lunching
x 1000

Central Houston is a project-driven organization,
creating task forces as needed, such as:
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Transportation

Plan Downtown

Members participate in Central
Houston’s planning coordination
with TxDOT and METRO; expediting and facilitating new park & ride
service development; prioritizing
corridors and facilitating near-term
key improvements; and assisting
Downtown employers and employees with access, parking and public
transit issues.

A year-long visioning process leading
towards development recommendations and implementation of public
and private improvements and initiatives within and connected to
Downtown. The goal is to develop
a plan that positions Downtown at
the forefront in leading Houston’s
advancement as a great global city.

Education

Economic Development

The goal of this task force is to
make Downtown and central city an
attractive place to live for families of
young children by ensuring quality
education choices and communicating these options to current and
potential residents.

In addition to the recruitment and
retention of office tenants, Central
Houston works to engage members to further define, prioritize,
and implement strategic planning
focused on how to best meet the
needs of the office workforce,
employers and owners.

c e n t r a l h o u s to n

Membership Events

President’s Roundtable

Central Houston hosts a number of
events each year for our members,
providing them with information
on exciting projects in Downtown,
insider experiences, and opportunities to network with other members.
Dues provide access to all of these
membership events.

Multiple times a year, a select number
of members are invited to an informal
discussion with Central Houston’s
president, who discusses current initiatives and then opens the meeting
up for free and candid discussion.

c e n t r a l h o u s to n

Membership

Central Houston’s Annual Meeting has become one of the premier
business and networking events in Houston, with approximately 900
attendees each year. Our dynamic luncheon is a rare opportunity to
hear from renowned local and national experts on urban development,
as well as network with the Houston area’s most active real estate
pioneers. Each year, member companies have the first option to
purchase a table and have priority seating for the event.
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S P OT L I G H T O N C H I M E

Engaging the Brightest
Young Professionals
Membership

Central Houston is connecting with the best and brightest
young employees of member companies through Central
Houston, Inc. Millennial Enterprise (CHIME). Participants in
CHIME are hand-picked by top leadership as representatives
for their companies and their generation. This membership
perk is an opportunity to cultivate leadership development
for the next generation.
This specialized group serves as a dynamic resource that
introduces talented contributors into Central Houston's
visionary world. The idea is to draw local talent to Downtown
Houston as their preferred place to live, work and play. Their
mission is to develop, promote, and sustain an even better
Downtown for young professionals.
CHIME events offer exclusive access, such as behindthe-scenes tours, courtside games, and receptions with
developers and Downtown stakeholders. CHIME is the ultimate networking hub for young Downtown professionals who
wish to enhance their careers through knowledgeable CEO
acumen and connections with Downtown peers. The group
also provides valuable insight into Central Houston’s projects
and programs through focus groups, committees and workshops and provides service to the community by supporting
volunteer programs such as Super Bowl and The Beacon.
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Today, as it has
for more than
three decades,
Central Houston
has kept its focus
on the future of
Houston, embracing
Downtown
and beyond.

